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are coming. The dim way behind is filled with quiet beasts, moving together rank on rank as far as he 
can sense, animals large and small. He can hear their peaceful rustling now. And they are not only the 
beasts of his miserable lab, he realizes, but a torrent of others he has glimpsed goats, turtles, a cow, 
raccoons, skunks, an opossum and what appears as a small monkey riding on a limping spaniel. Even 
birds are there, hopping and fluttering above! 

My God, it is everything, he thinks. It is Hamlin in reverse; all the abused ones, the gentle ones, 
are leaving the world. He risks another glance back and thinks he can see a human child too and maybe 
an old person among the throng, all measuredly, silently moving together in the dimness. An endless 
host going, going out at last, going away. And he is feeling their emanation, the gentleness of it, the 
unspeaking warmth. He is happier than he has been ever in his life. 

'You're taking us away,' he says to the King-Beast beside him. 'The ones who can't cut it. We're all 
leaving for good, isn't that it?' 

There is no verbal answer; only a big-stemmed ear swivels to him briefly as the King goes gravely 
on. Lipsitz needs no speech, no explanation. He simply walks alongside letting the joy rise in him. 
Why had it always been forbidden to be gentle? he wonders. Did they really see it as a threat, to have 
hated us so? But that is all over now, all over and gone, he is sure, although he has no slightest idea 
where this may be leading, this procession into chthonian infinity. For this moment it is enough to feel 
the silent communion, the reassurance rising through him from his hand on the flank of the great spirit-
beast. The flank is totally solid; he can feel all the workings of life; it is the body of a real animal. But 
it is also friendship beyond imagining; he has never known anything as wonderful as this communion, 
not sex or sunsets or even the magic hour on his first bike. It is as if everything is all right now, will be 
all right forever griefs he did not even know he carried are falling from him, leaving him light as smoke. 

Crippled, he had been; crippled from the years of bearing it, not just the lab, the whole thing. 
Everything. He can hardly believe the relief. A vagrant thought brushes him: Who will remain? If there 
is anything to care for, to be comforted, who will care? He floats it away, concentrating on the comfort 
that emanates from the strange life at his side, the myth-beast ambling in the most ordinary way through 
this dark conduit, which is now winding down, or perhaps up and down, he cannot tell. 

The paving under his feet looks quite commonplace, damp and cracked. Beside him the great rat's 
muscles bunch and stretch as each hind leg comes under; he glances back and smiles to see the King's 
long ring-scaled tail curve right, curve left, carried in the relaxed-alert mode. No need for fluffy fur 
now. He is, he realizes, going into mysteries. Inhuman mysteries, perhaps. He doesn't care. He is among 
his kind. Where they are going he will go. Even to inhumanity, even alone. 

But he is not, he realizes as his eyes adapt more and more, alone after all! A human figure is behind 
him on the far side of the King, quietly threading its way forward, overtaking him. A girl is it a girl? 
Yes. He can scarcely make her out, but as she comes closer still he sees with growing alarm that it is a 
familiar body it could be, oh God, it is! Sheila. 

Not Sheila, here! No, no. 
But light-footed, she has reached him, is walking even with him, stretching out her hand, too, to 

touch the moving King. 
And then to his immense, unspeakable relief he sees that she is of course not Sheila how could it 

be? Not Sheila at all, only a girl of the same height, with the same dove-breasted close-coupled curves 
that speak to his desire, the same heavy dark mane. Her head turns toward him across the broad back 
of the King, and he sees that, although her features are like Sheila's, the face is wholly different, open, 
informed with innocence. An Eve in this second morning of the world. Sheila's younger sister perhaps, 
he wonders dazedly, seeing that she is looking at him now, that her lips form a gentle smile. 

'Hello,' he cannot help whispering, fearful to break the spell, to inject harsh human sound into his 
progress. But the spell does not break; indeed, the girl's face comes clearer. She puts up a hand to push 
him back, the other firmly on the flank of the King. 
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'Hello.' Her voice is very soft but in no way fragile. She is looking at him with the eyes of Sheila, 
but eyes so differently warmed and luminous that he wants only to gaze delighted as they pass to 
whatever destination; he is so overwhelmed to meet a vulnerable human soul in those lambent brown 
eyes. A soul? he thinks, feeling his unbodied feet step casually, firmly on the way to eternity, perhaps. 
What an unfashionable word. He is not religious, he does not believe there are any gods or souls, except 
as a shorthand term denoting what? compassion or responsibility, all that. And so much argument about 
it all, too; his mind is momentarily invaded by a spectral horde of old debating scholars, to whom he 
had paid less than no attention in his classroom days. But he is oddly prepared to hear the girl recite 
conversationally, 'There is no error more powerful in leading feeble minds astray from the straight path 
of virtue than the supposition that the soul of brutes is of the same nature as our own,' 

'Descartes,' he guesses. 
She nods, smiling across the big brown shape between them. The King's great leaflike ears have 

flickered to their interchange, returned to forward hold. 
'He started it all, didn't he?' Lipsitz says, or perhaps only thinks. 'That they're robots, you can do 

anything to them. Their pain doesn't count. But we're animals too,' he adds somberly, unwilling to let 
even a long-dead philosopher separate him from the flow of this joyous River. Or was it that? A faint 
disquiet flicks him, is abolished. 

She nods again; the sweet earnest woman-face of her almost kills him with love. But as he stares 
the disquiet flutters again; is there beneath her smile a transparency, a failure of substance even a 
sadness, as though she was moving to some inexorable loss. No; it is all right. It is. 

'Where are we going, do you know?' he asks, against some better judgment. The King-Beast flicks 
an ear; but Lipsitz must know, now. 

She smiles, unmistakably mischievous, considering him. 
'To where all the lost things go,' she says. 'It's very beautiful. Only...' She falls silent. 
'Only what?' He is uneasy again, seeing she has turned away, is walking with her small chin 

resolute. Dread grows in him, cannot be dislodged. The moments of simple joy are past now; he fears 
that he still has some burden. It is perhaps a choice? Whatever it is, it's looming around him or in him 
as they go an impending significance he wishes desperately to avoid. It is not a thinning out nor an 
awakening; he clutches hard at the strong shoulders of the King, the magical leader, feels his reassuring 
warmth. All things are in the lotus....But loss impends. 

'Only what?' he asks again, knowing he must and must not. Yes; he is still there, is moving with 
them to the final refuge. The bond holds. 'The place where lost things go is very beautiful, only what?' 

'Do you really want to know?' she asks him with the light of the world in her face. 
It is a choice, he realizes, trembling now. It is not for free, it's not that simple. But can't I just stop 

this, just go on? Yes, he can he knows it. Maybe. But he hears his human voice persist. 
'Only what?' 
'Only it isn't real,' she says. And his heart breaks. 
And suddenly it is all breaking too a fearful thin wave of emptiness slides through him, sends him 

stumbling, his handhold lost. 'No! Wait!' He reaches desperately; he can feel them still near him, feel 
their passage all around. 'Wait...' He understands now, understands with searing grief that it really is 
the souls of things, and perhaps himself, that are passing, going away forever. They have stood it as 
long as they can and now they are leaving. The pain has culminated in this, that they leave us leave 
me, leave me behind in a clockwork Cartesian world in which nothing will mean anything forever. 

'Oh, wait,' he cries in dark nowhere, unable to bear the loss, the still-living comfort, passing away. 
Only it isn't real, what does that mean? Is it the choice, that reality is that I must stay behind and try, 
and try? 

He doesn't know, but can only cry, 'No, please take me! Let me come too!' staggering after them 
through unreality, feeling them still there, still possible, ahead, around. It is wrong; he is terrified 
somewhere that he is failing, doing wrong. But his 
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